Appeal
For Generous Contributions for Creation, Renovation and Refurbishment of Infrastructure,
Sponsoring Scholarships/Medals/Professor Chair, Centre of Excellence etc. in KNIT, Sultanpur

Dear Distinguished Alumni,
Your Alma Mater is committed to develop a strong bond with its Alumni. It has completed
35 years of service to the society in the field of Engineering and Technology. Alumni of the Institute
are known for their technical competence and they are manning & managing all domains of
Public/Professional fields with sweet blend of elegance and power. Be it Academia or Corporate,
Research or Defense, Public Sector or Govt. Organizations your presence is felt far and wide.
Institute has made significant enhancements in undergraduate and postgraduate programmes leading
to the award of B. Tech., MCA, M. Tech. and Ph.D. degrees in all the Departments as well
increasing enrolment of students in these programmes. Presently, the Institute is functioning as an
autonomous Institute under Uttar Pradesh Technical University, Lucknow.
To keep pace with the technological developments taking place at an extremely fast rate and
to prudently cater to the competitiveness in the field of Engineering and Technology, infrastructure
of the Institute needs significant refurbishment and renovation. Alumni are the ambassadors of the
Institute and they play a pivotal role in upholding and enriching the legacy of the Institute. It is
worth to mention here that the Harvard University is run by its Alumni.
I, hereby appeal to all of you to generously contribute for creation, renovation and
refurbishment of infrastructure, sponsoring scholarships/medals/Professor Chair, Centre of
Excellence etc. This will certainly help us to uphold & enrich the legacy of KNIT for which it
stands: KNOWLEDGE, NATIONALISM, INNOVATION and TRANSFORMATION and to
maintain quality in EDUCATION, LEARNING, RESEARCH, INNOVATION, and VALUES.
Please send your proposals to the undersigned or send your willing donations directly to the
following ALUMNI ACCOUNT.
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Name of the Bank: Punjab National Bank
Branch: KNIT, Sultanpur
Name of Account: Alumni Association, KNIT Sultanpur
IFSC Code: PUNB0391400
Account No.: 3914000100051619
Account Type: Saving
Prof. (Dr.) Raghuraj Singh,
Director, Kamla Nehru Institute of Technology,
Sultanpur-228118 (U.P.), India
Email: director@knit.ac.in
Tele-Fax: 05362-240454
Mobile: 9415041790, 9415153745

